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LTA Board Meeting - September 30, 2017
The meeting was called to order by President, Matt McPhate at 12:00 pm.
Those in attendance were:
Matt McPhate
Mona McPhate
Jim Jenkins
Doyle Brooks
Donny Sanders
Johnny Pollard
Mitch Killingsworth
1. The minutes from the May 20th Membership meeting were reviewed.
2. The financials were reviewed. A deficit of $3,289 was the result for the
year. This was mainly due to the trap machine donated to TBMGC for the
state shoot. A surplus of $4,036 would have been the result without the
trap machine donation.
3. It was reconfirmed that the state shoot was moved to the first weekend in
May, ie May 3 through 6, 2018.
4. It was reconfirmed that the state shoot duration would be 4 days in length.
The first day, Thursday, will be an open event; Friday will be a preliminary
day with both resident/ non-resident trophies awarded; and Saturday and
Sunday will the Championship Events for which both resident/ nonresident trophies will be awarded. The HOA would include all events
Thursday through Sunday and the HAA would only include Saturday and
Sunday events.
Thursday events will be Singles, Handicap and Doubles. Friday events
would be Doubles, Singles and Handicap.
5. A discussion was held regarding the potential desire to move the
membership meeting at the state shoot from noon on Saturday to Friday
evening was held due to time constraints. It was noted that the Articles of
Incorporation required the membership meeting to be held between the
first and second event on Saturday. Also, the Bylaws require a Board of
Director meeting to be held immediately after the Membership meeting. It
was noted that both the Articles of Incorporation and the Bylaws could be
amended if necessary. It was noted that there are more members present
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on Saturday than on Friday evening. After much discussion it was passed
by unanimous vote that the membership meeting would remain on
Saturday and that the Bylaws would be revised to reflect the Board of
Director meeting would be held after but not necessarily immediately after
the membership meeting. The Bylaws will be amended accordingly.
6. Jim Jenkins proposed that the Board authorize the purchase of a laptop
computer, the latest version of the 3S shoot tracking program and a printer
in order to enable networking of multiple computers to streamline the
registration process. The new computer would act as master computer
and two other computers would act as slaves. The slave computers would
be used for classification and squadding. No manual paperwork would be
required. It is intended to continue to use Mike Freeman for the state
shoot and he would operate the master computer. Jim Jenkins and Doyle
Brooks will build the shoot in the new computer. Jim Jenkins was tasked
with finding an individual locally that can function as a backup to Mike.
Estimated cost for this is about $1000 to $1200. This proposal was
passed by unanimous vote.
7. A discussion was held around the black and white formatting of the
program. It was generally thought it would be nice to upgrade to some
color formatting if the cost doesn’t increase too much. Jim Jenkins was
tasked with doing additional research and obtaining costs and providing
the results to the Board. Jim indicated he would be bidding out the
program printing. The current printer in Shreveport has been done an
excellent job at a reasonable cost for a number of years.
8. It was confirmed that the President/ Vice-President would be responsible
for ordering the trophies again. It was discussed that category trophies
would not be provided on Friday. They shall provide a list of the trophies
to be awarded to Jim Jenkins so they can be noted in the program.
9. A discussion was held about providing tee shirts for the state shoot. It
was noted that Mississippi gives them away, Arkansas has a third-party
vendor that sells them and that Alabama doesn’t have them. It was
generally agreed it would be nice for participants to be able to have them.
Due to the non-profit nature of the LTA, a 3rd party vendor should sell
them and could provide a portion of the sales as a donation to the LTA. It
was decided that Southern Embellishments, Mona’s company, will
investigate and make a proposal to the Board for furnishing the tee shirts.
10. The current LTA website was discussed. It was noted that the website
provides a great deal of information for the members that other states
don’t have. However, it is a little dated and operates more like a bulletin
board. It was discussed that Mississippi had recently paid to have there’s
updated but the results were not as functional as the LTA’s. It was agreed
that Matt and Jim would investigate further for the Board.
It was discussed that the website address is too long. However, because
it is published in so many places, it was agreed to leave it is as is.
11. Jim Jenkins proposed that a recognition award be provided to Chuck
Labanics for his long service as secretary/ treasurer. This was passed by
unanimous vote. Jim will provide Matt with the years of service.

12. Johnny Pollard proposed providing a recognition award to all members
who have reached a lifetime total of 100,000 targets. It was discussed
that and proposed that deceased and living members who have reached
this milestone would be shown on the website and that living members
would be provided an award. Jim Jenkins will provide Matt a list of
members who have obtained this milestone. This was passed by
unanimous vote.
13. A member has requested how the Board can assist Bridgeview with
upgrading their trap houses and equipment. The short answer is there is
no mechanism for the LTA to force Bridgeview to do so since Bridgeview
is a private club. The ATA has awarded Bridgeview a $2750 grant for the
purchase of a doubles throwing trap machine. It is known that Bridgeview
has plans to upgrade the houses but there is a good bit more
infrastructure that needs upgrading before the work can be done. The
Board will continue to monitor the situation.
14. The 2018 State Teams were presented and accepted by the Board. Their
awards will be presented at the 2018 State Shoot. The 500 Louisiana
target requirement only affected one potential state team member. All of
the other candidates had over 1000 Louisiana targets.
15. Other Business
a. Tommy Smith has resigned as a Director. There is no mechanism
in the Bylaws with replacing him unless a special membership
meeting is called. It was decided the position will remain vacant
until next year’s 2018 election.
b. The Handicap Committee will consist of the following:
i. Doyle Brooks, Chairman
ii. Johnny Pollard
iii. Keith Crissman
iv. Donny Sanders
c. It will be a requirement for trophy winners to be photographed. Jim
Jenkins will provide a camera to photograph the winners. Mona will
come up with a procedure to take the photos and how to issue the
trophies.
d. The price for targets at the 2018 State Shoot will remain at
$36/100.
e. All fees from Presquad will go to the LTA to assist in purchase of
the computer and software.
f. A $20 fee to resquad at the state shoot will be noted in the program
and enforced to discourage changes. This was passed by
unanimous vote.
The meeting was adjoined at 2:15 pm.

Submitted by:
Jim Jenkins
LTA Secretary/ Treasurer

LTA AGENDA
Board Meeting
September 30, 2017

1. Reading of previous minutes.
2. Review of financials.
3. Restating that the State Shoot has moved to May 3 to May 6, 2018 and is
4 days long.
4. Proposal to make Thursday an Open event and events on Friday to
Sunday to Resident / Non-Resident events in lieu of Resident/ Open
events.
5. Discussion of moving the State Meeting to Friday evening. This will take
revising the Articles of Incorporation which stipulate it is to occur between
the morning and afternoon events on Saturday.
6. Discussion of software used at State Shoot.
7. Program formatting. Is the Board satisfied with the black and white
program or would more color be desired?
8. Confirmation that the President/ Vice-President will order trophies.
9. Should Tee Shirts be sold at State Shoot?
10. Discussion of the LTA web site. Is the Board satisfied or would an
upgrade be desired?
11. Request to provide recognition award for Chuck Labanics for his long
service to the LTA.
12. Request for an award to recognize individuals having shot 100,000 lifetime
targets.
13. Discussion on how the LTA can assist Bridgeview with upgrading their
trap houses to ATA standards and trap machines to throw doubles.
14. State Team Presentation.
15. Other Business.
16. Schedule for next Board meeting.

